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Executive Summary 
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The Fix the World (FTW) Revenue Plan represents the results of an extensive process of decision-making around a 
go-to-market strategy for the FTW start up organization. Based on the last 6 months of research and experience, 
decisions were made about which problem FTW will be most likely to solve, which organizations and end-users 
most have that problem, FTW’s value proposition in solving that problem, the channels for reaching and engaging  
buyers, and the numbers of buyers to include in the Revenue Funnel over time for achieving the revenue 
objectives FTW has set.  
  
Defined in the core of this FTW Revenue Plan are: 
 
• Revenue streams and revenue objectives 
• The problems that FTW solves 
• Those most effected 
• The FTW ideal client profile 
• Sales Channels through which to reach out and offer services 
• FTW competitor comparison 
• FTW Value Proposition 
• Revenue Creation Model for FTW 
• The FTW Buyers Journey 
• FTW Revenue Creation Action Plan 
• FTW Action Plan progress to date 

 



Executive Summary (cont’d) 
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This Revenue Plan begins with some important background of how FTW Project was initiated, as well as highlights 
upon which the revenue metrics and projections were based for FTW. In addition, there is an introductory section 
about the basics of “crowdfunding,” to help everyone understand this relatively new solution to funding 
community projects using technology and social media.  
 
FTW has partnered with Valiant Marketing, a full digital marketing agency and creators of a revolutionary crowd-
sourcing platform that enables entrepreneurs to develop project concepts into new businesses, managing every 
step from concept creation and documentation to task management and marketing. Their business development 
portal has embedded productivity and communication tools allowing users to recruit talent, gather funding, 
conduct outreach, and manage their team, bringing ideas from concept to funded operational solutions. Unlike 
most crowdfunding based sites, this platform goes beyond the initial capital raising. FTW intends to foster long 
term relationships by providing a technology platform that engages a community of visionaries.  It will support 
members and foster development of their ideas at every stage, empowering them to get projects funded and help 
turn their funded projects into sustainable businesses. 
 
An introduction to private contracts is also included as background to highlight one of the ways FTW intends to 
use UCC law, trust law, and common law as a means of maintaining sovereignty and giving the power to improve 
communities back into the hands of the people. FTW has an established network of professionals that specialize in 
these areas for the construction of proven, professional, private contract creation and management.  
 



Executive Summary (cont’d) 
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Finally, this Revenue Plan provides highlights of some of our progress to date including: 
 
• The FTW Phase one social media marketing plan including FTW stats to date and a list of high quality content 

FTW has released through our marketing channels. 
 

• A list of some of the first projects submitted to FTW by individuals and organizations  
 

• The FTW network of partnering organizations representing millions of people who support the FTW mission in 
the following defined FTW client sectors: 

 
• New Energy Technology 
• Environmental Restoration 
• Local Economy and Alternative Finance 
• Common Law Professionals 
• Alternative Health and Wellness 
• Alternative Education 
• Local Community Development 
• Agriculture and Food Supply 
• Alternative Transportation 
• Arts and Music 
• Spiritual Development 
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Background 



FTW Project Initiation 
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Naima Feagin, the CEO (Compassionate Enterprises Organizer) of FTW, brings to the organization 
her experience as an entrepreneur of small business, and financial management expertise 
working in both Government and Corporate Finance.  
 
In September of 2012, Naima started a blog under the pen name “HopeGirl.” The first post, 
“While you were asleep, the story of the 2012 Revolution” highlighted the many different facets 
of hidden corruption in the current global economy. The blog went viral and received 15,000 
reads in the first 4 days and brought with it a network of high level contacts.  
 
In the next viral post, HopeGirl sent out the call to millions of readers through reblogging efforts 
and social media, asking for the average person to submit their ideas for solutions to some of the 
worlds biggest problems. This resulted in close to 300 submissions from 37 countries that were 
compiled by 20 volunteers into a summary book titled “How to Fix the World.”  It is essentially a 
buffet of solutions to every problem facing our world today.  
 
The success of this research project created an extensive global network of likeminded 
individuals, all working towards a common goal:  the desire to implement alternative solutions to 
help the people in their communities on a grassroots level.   In a world where many suffer from a 
collapsing economy and feel that their governments have failed them, “solutionaries” with 
brilliant ideas started “coming out of the woodwork” and found their way to FTW.  What resulted 
was a magnificent collage of new discoveries and resources for alternative solutions to energy, 
health, community, food supply, environmental cleanup, education and much more.  
 

Naima Feagin 
“HopeGirl”  
CEO and Founder of 
the Fix the World 
Organization 



FTW Project Initiation (cont’d) 
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It was discovered that most of these “solutionaries” were underserved, having needs that were not being 
fulfilled. Many needed assistance with gaining public exposure to their ideas, networking, marketing themselves, 
organizing a plan for their project, and finding funding. FTW was created as a direct response to these needs. It 
provides the missing link of assistance through training courses for project managers, project presentation and 
promotion through our social media network, crowdfunding technology platforms and access to local investors 
for project funding. 
 
Since its inception 7 months ago, today FTW consists of: 
 
7 Administrative Team Members 
20+ “Light Support Volunteers” 
40+ Partnering Organizations  
 
A combined outreach network of millions of people throughout the world  in our niche market that support and 
wish to collaborate with the FTW mission, and can benefit from FTW services. 



Highlights About Funding 
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Following the financial crisis of 2008, traditional forms of lending and financing for start-ups have been severely 
constrained.   Total loans dropped for small businesses in 2012 by 20%, and 98% of business plans received by 
accredited investors and venture capitalists are rejected.  Private and Federal grant money for non-profit 
organizations is also continuously declining.  So, “where is the money now?” 
 
The “crowd’s” wealth is enormous in relation to the venture capital industry and has a miniscule allocation to the 
asset class. Increasing that allocation would represent a flood of new capital into the startup ecosystem. 
 
Crowdfunding platforms raised nearly $1.5 billion in 2011 and that amount was expected to reach $2.8 billion in 2012, 
representing a 91% increase.  Kickstarter has funded 93,913 donation-based creative projects for a total of $563 M in 
4 years at a 44% success rate.  81% of projects that raised more than 20% of their goal were successfully funded. 
 
Indiegogo has funded over 100,000 donation based creative projects in 4 years. 50% of all campaigns receive funds 
from more than one country. Campaigns grew 20% in 2012. Average length of time to fund a campaign is 49 days.  
33% of all donations were “Altruistic” meaning they were in excess of the targeted amount. 
 
RocketHub boasts an 85% funding success rate for donation based projects that consult with them on strategy. 
 
Wefunder has raised over $44 M from 15,265 investors for equity based crowdfunded business  
start-ups. Average raised per start up is $500K. 
 
The average donation amount per person is $75. The average equity amount per investor is $2,000. 
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The word crowdfunding can be thought of as an umbrella term that describes multiple different funding relationships 
between individuals and organizations. The idea is for a lot of people to contribute small amounts of capital and to 
collectively create a larger pool of cash for use by entrepreneurs, and project managers.  
 
The principles of Crowdfunding are nothing new.  
 
Donation-based efforts like The American Cancer Society (ACS) have been crowdfunding for decades. It hosts events 
in which teams form to raise money and large groups of people pool donations together for a good cause. In the case 
of ACS, they have been raising funds to the tune of half a billion dollars since 1994!  Any charitable giving, whether to 
a church, National Public Radio, or AIDS walks, is really crowdfunding.  
 
Politicians crowdfund their re-election campaigns all the time. The theory is, if they can actively engage voters with 
campaign contributions, those voters will have a vested interest in the success of the candidate. One of the reasons 
for President Obama’s 2008 success was his ability to harness the power of crowd donations. His campaign was able 
to raise over $50 million from over a million passionate followers. These people spoke not only with their voices but 
also with their wallets. Instead of relying on individual large contributors, the Obama campaign went to hundreds of 
thousands of Americans and asked them for small contributions. 
 
Crowdfunding has been used to raise money for art-related projects. Probably the most well-known platform for 
doing so is Kickstarter (www.kickstarter.com). Started by a guy who wanted to raise money to put on a concert. 
 
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding 
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In 1983, a man by the name of Muhammad Yunus started the Grameen Bank. The goal was to leverage the 
undeveloped skills of the poor by providing the money to entrepreneurs to create businesses. The unique feature was 
that there was no collateral. The bank would provide micro-loans to borrowers (98 percent of them being women). It 
was so successful that Yunus went on to win a Nobel Peace Prize.  
 
Individuals like Matt Flannery and Jessica Jackley allowed the crowd to step in and pool their resources to help 
entrepreneurs in the developing world. Their story led to Kiva (www.kiva.org). Kiva allows people in developing 
countries to lend money via the Internet to people in developing countries. Kiva doesn’t pay out any interest on the 
loans it facilitates. People do it to help others around the world, to be a part of something other than themselves, 
and to build a stronger global community.  
 
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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Changes in social, technological, legal and economic conditions have brought crowdfunding principles to the 
forefront of importance, birthing a whole new industry that provides the solutions we need.  
 
With the financial collapse of 2008, the flow of capital dried up for entrepreneurs and small businesses that needed 
the cash to start and grow their companies.  Small business owners were the people responsible for getting us out of 
prior recessions. Millions of jobs were lost and hundreds of thousands of businesses closed.  It is now very difficult to 
get funding for a business from investors. Equity crowdfunding is particularly important now given the limited capital 
access many small businesses face through traditional channels, especially in light of the fact that Dodd-Frank has 
increased regulatory complexity and restrictions for all firms.  Following the financial crisis, traditional forms of 
lending and financing for start-ups have been severely constrained.   Total loans dropped for small businesses in 2012 
by 20%, and 98% of business plans received by accredited investors and venture capitalists are rejected. There have 
been many articles written and reports released addressing the continuously declining pool of private and federal 
grant money for non-profit organizations. So the traditional ways of funding the remedial growth of small business 
are gone. The next question to ask is, “where is the money now?” 
 
The crowd’s wealth is enormous in relation to the Venture Capital industry and has a miniscule allocation to the asset 
class. Increasing that allocation would represent a flood of new capital into the startup ecosystem. Crowdfunding 
platforms raised nearly $1.5 billion in 2011 and that amount is expected to reach $2.8 billion in 2012, representing a 
91% increase. Permitting average investors to participate in equity crowdfunding would give growth companies 
access to angel investors as well, significantly increasing the potential market of investors from 60,000 to nearly 6 
million.  Equity crowdfunding could also be a powerful signaling mechanism, demonstrating to the marketplace that a 
business model is credible and bridging some of the information asymmetry gaps.  
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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The Power of the Online Crowd  
 
When governments in the Middle East start to topple because of a tweet, one begins to understand the power of 
social media. Never before has there been a tool so powerful that a small group with no resources can rally 
thousands of people together via Twitter to promote an idea (Occupy Wall Street) or protest a government (Egypt). 
Never before has there been a tool to provide fact checking in real time, and never before has everyone been so 
connected because of technology. Social media creates transparency and accountability. Businesses of the future will 
use this transparency and accountability to build trust and loyalty. Why? Because social media is the conduit to allow 
everyone to do what they love to do as humans:  engage. But although the world is operating more and more as one 
global community, everyone still relies upon local communities for our bare necessities. It’s about connecting people 
at a local level to create businesses that will benefit communities. And instead of doing it at city hall, businesses will 
be doing it online through social media platforms. 
 
Thanks to the advances in technology, problems can be solved faster and cheaper than at any other point in history. 
No longer does it take a Fortune 500 company to deliver a local solution that can be tailored to the needs of a 
community; an entrepreneur with initiative can do the job.  It is evident that a crowd can step in with a solution to a 
local problem and fund it. Thanks to technology, we now have a medium to allow crowd solutions. 
.  
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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The Jobs Act Brings Renewed attention to crowdfunding in a big way. 
 
For over 80 years, we’ve lived under laws written in the 1930s that governed how businesses could raise capital.  
Although those laws were prudent for the times when they were written, they proved to be crippling in the aftermath 
of the collapse of the world financial markets in 2008.  
 
With the passage of the JOBS Act last year, the US government opened the door for investors to fund firms and 
receive a portion of those firms’ profits via Internet based crowdfunding mechanisms. The JOBS Act provisions 
relating to equity crowdfunding would lift the general solicitation ban and allow private companies to seek funding 
from accredited investors, subject to conditions and disclosure requirements. In response to this, over 200 new 
crowdfunding websites have sprung up in the first 6 months and the concept of crowdfunding has received renewed 
awareness and recognition.  
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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Solutions that crowdfunding provides 
 
Crowdfund investing goes back in history, where communities came together to fund and support local businesses. It 
leverages the power of community to decide which businesses are worthy of funding and which entrepreneurs 
should be trusted. It provides the mechanism for the funding to happen and a framework to carry the business 
forward. The following are some of the benefits of Crowfunding; 
 
Crowdfunding is good for Small Business 
Crowdfunding facilitates funding for startups and community businesses.  This is important because there is a huge 
mismatch: though small businesses create over half of the jobs in our economies, it has been impossible to invest in 
them until now. So, crowdfunding creates a new kind of asset class that enables people to invest in startups and 
businesses in their community.  
 
Crowdfunding Lowers the Personal Financial Risk Involved in Entrepreneurship 
Entrepreneurship is currently very risky thing, so that means that people with great ideas stray away from starting 
businesses because they’re scared of the risks of personal failure. Crowdfunding spreads the risk of starting a 
business to a larger community of people, effectively lowering the risk of starting a business for the entrepreneur. 
 
Crowdfunding Lowers the Failure Rate of Small Businesses 
When businesses use crowdfundimg, they have hundreds or thousands of investors. Many of these individuals are 
willing to participate in business development and crowdfunded companies might be able to use investors to 
augment company strategies. This is likely to reduce the failure rate of small businesses because the wider knowledge 
base and human network is an obvious advantage for a small business–particularly in the age of social media. 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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Crowdfunding is Good for Society 
 
Crowdfunding Augments Capital Formation for Small Businesses 
It’s pretty well accepted that small businesses create a lot of American jobs. Crowdfunding builds a new funding 
system where investors can invest in small businesses in addition to the traditional stock market. Recent research 
shows that increasingly, savers do not trust traditional public markets, so they keep their money in savings accounts 
which generally offer very low interest rates--making them poorer and the economy more inefficient.  
 
Crowdfunding Supports Capital Formation for Small Business Outside of Urban Hubs 
It’s really hard to get funding for a business from investors (rather than personal credit, etc.) if you’re not located in a 
place like Silicon Valley, London, or New York. Because crowdfunding is done via the internet, it’s possible for 
entrepreneurs in all places to get funding, not just those entrepreneurs who live in major urban centers like San 
Francisco, London, New York, Hong Kong, etc. 
 
The Funding Mechanism Does Not Socioeconomically Discriminate 
It’s generally pretty well accepted that people who already have money generally have more access to business loans. 
This means that smart people who don’t already have money (like recent college graduates from poor families) have 
no way to get money to start a business even if they have a great idea or they’re capable of running a business. This 
isn’t fair and it’s not efficient. 
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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Recent Problems in the crowdfunding Industry 
 
Heavy Regulations and Stalling from the SEC 
While the concept of crowdfunding has been around for a long time. The JOBS ACT that brought crowdfunding 
renewed attention, has failed to fully enact it. Currently the SEC has allowed crowdfunding on SEC approved crowd 
funding sites where only accredited investors are allowed to participate. An accredited investor is an individual that 
makes more than $200K annually. So while the initial intention of the JOBS ACT was to open up opportunities to small 
investors with average incomes (well below $200K), this has not yet been fulfilled.  However this does not affect 
token crowdfunding or private contracts. (more on private contracts below) 
 
Limitations and Barriers to Entry  
For many crowdfunding sites, only 5% of the projects get exposure on platforms. In essence, most crowdfunding 
platforms are general partners of venture capitalists and have made the crowd their limited partner investors. Their 
economic models might differ but their path to success is the same:  Build an investment portfolio that makes their 
limited partners an attractive return. For this reason  the crowdfunding platforms themselves prospect the deals, 
decide whether they’re attractive, and negotiate the terms. The “crowd” only sees investments in committee-
approved, neatly packaged and pre-negotiated deals. In this case the “crowd” consists of only individuals who make 
$200K or more annually. Only after submission of proof of this income, are investors permitted to see any of the 
information required in order to make an informed decision. 
. 
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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Limited Services and Features for the Entrepreneurs and Investors 
There are many future  Einsteins and Steve Jobs in our population with great ideas that would prove effective in 
solving many problems. While they may be very good at what they do, and have a valuable product, not all of them 
know how to write an effective business plan, give an elevator pitch, effectively market themselves, or manage a 
project. Crowdfunding companies today are limited in services they offer to help individuals produce the components 
necessary to help them get the word out, offer the documentation needed for investors to make informed decisions, 
and effectively manage and report the progress of their project or business. For the most part, crowdfunding sites 
may have a few pages of suggestions on how to create your project profile. They obtain a fee of up to 15% of all funds 
raised to list your project on their site. The rest of the hard work, like marketing a project to raise funds, or managing 
the progress reporting to keep investors happy, is left up the entrepreneur.  Assistance and in depth education in 
these ignored key areas to help the budding entrepreneur would increase the success rate of new projects across the 
board. 
 

Fundamentals of Crowdfunding (cont’d) 
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The concept is simple. To start a business with a family member or friend as a silent partner, and fund the start 
up for a portion of the profits in the future, a private contract would need to be defined  with terms of an 
agreement. To give an example in the case of FTW project funding, the entrepreneur would be starting their 
own business and a handful of investors would be their silent partners to help fund it for a portion of the 
profits in the future. Private contracts would be created for each of the investors. The solution lies in the 
simplification of terms and the creation of a private contracts utilizing trust law, UCC law and common law 
jurisdiction. Establishing correct jurisdiction in private agreements brings responsibility back to the people and 
away from lawyers. 
 
While largely ignored, the common law courts are still legal in the United States. When any contract is written 
it must specify which court system will apply—a particular statutory/admiralty court or the common law court. 
This is called establishing the jurisdiction. In a common law contract everything is spelled out that will apply to 
that contract including the precedents it is based upon. It makes for longer contracts, but there are no hidden 
laws to worry about. Common law contracts are meant for common, educated, intelligent people to 
understand. Greater responsibility is placed on the signers to actually read and know what the terms are. 
Words mean what they commonly mean and anything that is not clear is defined at the beginning of the 
contract. Every contract must have a provision spelling out what will happen if one of the parties breaks the 
contract. This is referred to as a remedy. These provisions cover risk to the parties and procedure for remedy 
can be settled privately or arbitrated in a common law court.  
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The Revenue Plan 



Revenue Streams for FTW 
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What Will Be Sold Revenue Stream 

Online Training Courses 

 

Recurring Revenue from self-guided Project Manager online training 

courses designed to allow a project manager to produce a project 

plan, budget, business plan and marketing plan that will then be 

submitted into the FTW database for members access. 

Memberships for high level data 
access to investor 

 

Subscription Model Freemium Revenue: present marketing 

information only on projects and then sell memberships to potential 

investors for higher level details on projects 

Consulting Services 

 

Services Revenue through an hourly consulting fee for a variety of 

assistance offered to Project Manager’s and Investors 

Promotion for ads and affiliate 
programs through FTW network 

Social Media Digital Revenue from advertisements on website, 

blogtalk radio, You Tube, Affiliate Programs 

Project Investment Opportunities 

 

Project Revenue from service fees for all project types and royalties 

from equity projects. 

 

Types of Project Funding:   Donations, Token/Pre Order 

Crowdfunding, Equity Based Crowdfunding 



Revenue Objectives 
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Revenue Year 1 Year 2 @ 20% 

Growth Rate 
Recurring Revenue Online Training Courses 
1,000 Training courses sold at $150 each 
 150K 180K 
Subscription Based Revenue for Memberships 
1,000 Lifetime Memberships sold to equity investors at $300 each 
 300K 360K 
Services Revenue for Consulting 
1 hour of consulting at $250 per hr per project for 1,000 projects  
 250K 300K 
Social Media Marketing Revenue 
Estimate based on plans for network and ad affiliate campaigns 
 10K 12K 
Project Revenue Fees from Donation Based Projects 
Fee of 5% for 700 donation based projects at $15K with a 75% success rate 
 390K 470K 
Project Revenue Fees from Equity Based Projects 
Fee of 5% for 300 equity based projects at $500K with a 75% success rate 
 5.6M 6.8 M 
Royalties from Equity Based Projects 
3% Royalties collected on equity projects FTW invested in by Q4 
 1.1M 5.4 M 

Total Revenue  $7.9 M $13.5 M 



The Problems that FTW Solves 
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Project managers need assistance with creating the presentation of their project and promotion 
of their project through an effective network to gain access to a wide variety of investors to fund 
their project. 
 
Higher level investors have limited knowledge and access to well organized unique investment 
opportunities or the details about such projects that would allow them to make an informed 
investment decision.  
 
There is a large untapped base of the population that do not qualify as a higher level investor, but 
who still want to invest smaller amounts in projects that they believe in and can feel good about 
as an alternative to traditional investment methods that are declining in their perceived security. 
(stock markets, 401K’s etc.) 
 
Fix The World offers solutions and necessary relationship management assistance to all of these 
problems through training courses for project managers and assistance with project presentation 
and promotion through our social media network, crowdfunding technology platforms and unique 
private contract investment agreements that allow both lower level and higher level investors 
access to organized unique/niche project information they need to make an informed decision for 
the best return on their investment. 
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Organization Types Their Challenges Resulting Deficit 

New Energy Technology Business acumen, exposure, societal misunderstanding, large 

conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Environmental Restoration Exposure, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding 

sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Local Economy and Alternative 

Finance  

Exposure, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding 

sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Common Law Professionals Exposure, societal misunderstanding, large conglomerate suppression, 

barriers to access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Alternative Health and 

Wellness 

Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management, 

societal misunderstanding, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to 

access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Alternative Education Exposure, societal misunderstanding, large conglomerate suppression, 

barriers to access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Local Community Development Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management, 

barriers to access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Agriculture and Food Supply Business acumen, exposure, societal misunderstanding, large 

conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Alternative Transportation Exposure, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding 

sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Arts and Music Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management, 

barriers to access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

Spiritual Development Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management, 

societal misunderstanding, barriers to access funding sources 

Revenue 

Community Support 

The Problems that FTW Solves (cont’d) 



Those Most Effected 
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Roles Most Effected Others Effected How? 

New Energy Technology Entrepreneur/ Inventor/ PM Community/ staff/ 

investors 

Waste/ Revenue/ Environment/ 

Infrastructure/ Public Health 

Environmental Restoration Owner/ Inventor/ PM Community/ staff Waste/ Revenue/ Environment/ 

Infrastructure/ Public Health 

Local Economy and Alternative 

Finance  

Owner/ Entrepreneur /PM Community/ Investors Poverty/ Infrastructure/ Well Being 

Common Law Professionals Owner/ PM Community/ Staff Reputation/ Revenue/ Delay/ 

Infrastructure/ Well Being 

Alternative Health and Wellness Owner/ Entrepreneur/PM Community/ Staff Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being 

Alternative Education Owner/ PM Community / Staff Revenue/ Development/ Well Being 

Local Community Development Owner/ PM Community/ Staff Infrastructure/ Well Being/ 

Environment 

Agriculture and Food Supply 

Replenishment 

Owner/ PM/ Inventor Community/ Staff/ 

Investors 

Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being/ 

Infrastructure 

Alternative Transportation Owner/ Entrepreneur/PM Community/ Staff/ 

Investors 

Revenue/ Infrastructure/ 

Environment 

Arts and Music Owner/ PM Community/ Staff Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being 

Spiritual Development Owner/ PM Community/ Staff Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being 



Ideal Client Profile 
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• Alternative new energy technology solutions 
• Environmental restoration solutions 
• Local economy and finance restoration 

solutions 
• Legal solutions utilizing common law and 

human rights 
• Agriculture and food supply replenishment 

solutions 
• Alternative transportation solutions 
• Alternative health and wellness solutions 
• Alternative education solutions 
• Local community development solutions 
• Arts and music used as a solution to encourage 

well being and enrich communities 
• Spiritual development for a variety of practices 

and methods to enhance well being  
  

• Exhibit some form of awareness of the problems facing 
society and express a desire for it to change. (Example: 
knows pesticides and genetically modified food is 
unhealthy and would like to support organic food efforts.) 
 

• Exhibit personal passion and self motivation towards 
wanting to use their solution to help resolve a major 
problem in society.  
 

• Are somewhat aware of the effects and causes of the 
problems they have experienced in trying to promote their 
solutions. (Can’t find funding or support, experienced 
large conglomerate suppression, are  aware of low 
business acumen skills and need help.) 
 

• Have a large network of contacts that support the 
solutions they offer. 

Initially, and broadly:  Any traditionally underserved entity that has been working on alternative 
solutions that would effect the local and global community in a positive way, but especially those with: 



Sales Channels 
 
Through whom FTW can reach out and offer services 
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Organization Types Website Digital  

Marketing 

Event  
Networking 

Media 
Events 

Word of  
Mouth 

FTW Team Members X X X X X 
FTW Website Members X 
FTW Social Media Followers X X 
Local Community Project Members X X X 
Partner Organizations and Associated 

Networks 
X X X X 



Competitor Comparison 
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FTW Kickstarter Indiegogo Rockethub CoFolio WeFunder Fundable 

Creative Projects X X X X 

Business/ Entrepreneur Projects X X X X 

Donation based crowdfunding X X X X X X X 

Equity based crowdfunding X X X X 

Limited to accredited equity investors (200K+ annual 
income) 

X X X 

Offers private contracts X 

Offers extensive digital social media marketing to promote 
success of projects funding 

X 

Accepts and exposes all projects that are properly 
submitted 

X X X X 

Limits exposure to properly submitted projects via an 
internal committee approval 

X X X 

Offers extensive business acumen training to assist entry 
level project managers better success  

X 

Offers Consulting Services to assist in project success X 

Supplies a platform for ongoing project management and 
reporting post project funding for successful project 
implementation 

X 

Represents a  niche market of projects focused on 
alternative solutions that would effect the local and global 
community in a positive way. 

X 



Value Proposition 
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• They will ‘meet’ FTW in a credible manner – ‘introduced’ via referral or reference to a trusted third party or peer. 

• They will have FTW help make them aware of the difficulties and problems around funding and implementing a 
project such as theirs, they will have a realistic and detailed understanding of the basic steps required for 
successfully funding their project idea and will be motivated to act.  

• FTW sales people, management and partners will have displayed empathy and deep understanding with buyers 
around the struggles they have faced (suppression, being underserved, lack of support, etc.) and will 
enthusiastically support their ideas and recognize them for their personal challenges of being a change agent.  

• Buyers will be guided by FTW sales people - supported by interactive tools – towards a solution they help scope, 
along with a pro-forma business case for securing funding for the changes & support needed. (WHAT FTW will 
do to assist)  

• Buyers will receive tools and support from FTW  – a compelling and promising choice – reassured by the FTW 
network and innovative approach that outshines the competition. (HOW FTW will assist) 

• And during the course of their journey with FTW, they will feel listened to and supported by a vendor who is in 
this space driven by core values and a mission to help make the world a better place - not just make a buck. 
(WHY FTW is doing this)  

Why Buyers will Engage with FTW 

Buyers will engage with FTW (relative to other choices) because: 



Value Proposition (cont’d) 
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What’s In It For Buyers to Choose FTW 
 
When choosing FTW, buyers get:  
 
• To feel empowered through the assistance and training FTW offers, when no one else would, to make their 

project become a reality.  

• Confidence that they can fund and successfully implement their project in a realistic manner using the 
framework and knowledge FTW has offered to help them plan an approach and make better decisions.  

• A secure and solid infrastructure including scheduling, investor relations, finances, legal arrangements, etc. 
with which to organize their project both during the seed round of funding and well after the project has 
begun to assure they have assistance along the way for any unforeseen challenges.  
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The FTW revenue model is depicted as a lead funnel, feeding into the top a significant number of ideal client 
leads.  As the natural order of a buyer’s journey progresses, some drop out (leakage) for various reasons during 
each segment of the journey and others recycle or return back into the funnel some 90 days later.  
 

1. Lead checks out the FTW website for information of interest 
2. Lead reads information in area of interest 
3. Lead requests proposal through project request portal (month 1) 
4. Lead becomes buyer and purchases training course for project management (month 2) 
5. Potential investor purchases membership and reviews projects for crowdfunding (months 2-3) 

Membership fees counted as first investment made in a project 
6. Buyer’s project is fully funded and a service fee is collected (months 3-6) 
7. Buyer chooses to opt in for consultation services from FTW (anytime months 1-12) 
8. Projects produce a royalty once profitable (months 9-12) 

Example Revenue Creation Steps For FTW 

Buyers Progression 
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Goals  Order Buyer thinking required at each stage  

Interested buyer 01 “I am happy to sign up to begin a ‘conversation’ about the problem at hand.”  

Identify buyer problem in 

one of targeted categories 

02  “You are one of the organizations I recognize as being interested in my problem category.”  

Help buyers Identify 

problem  

03  “I now realize I have a problem that members of this category can probably solve, and you 

seem to understand that problem.”  

Establish our credentials 

with buyers at this stage  

04  “You are a credible provider in this category and I understand something of your unique 

value proposition.” 

Help buyers define their 

needs  

05  “We have clearly defined our needs and can articulate the payoff available for addressing 

this problem.”  

Propose & prove solution  06  “I can see how your proposed solution would work my situation and provide the payoff I 

seek.”  

Outshine Competition 07 “Its clear why we should choose you & your solution over our alternatives.” 

Secure Buyer Management 

Approval  

08 “Management and other stakeholders sign-off on my recommendation to accept your 

proposal.”  

Deliver Customer Solutions  09 “Your solution works as promised, and I am happy, and refer you to my peers.”  

Grow the customer  10 “I have further needs I am interested in discussing with you.”  
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Leads inserted into the Revenue Funnel to Convert to Monthly Revenue 

 Buyers Progression M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 Yr 1 

Find New Names 100 200 300 880 500 600 700 2040 700 800 900 2920 10640 

Position in Category 90 180 270 792 450 540 630 1836 630 720 810 2628 9576 

Identify Problem 80 160 240 704 400 480 560 1632 560 640 720 2336 8512 

Qualify and Prioritize 80 160 240 704 400 480 560 1632 560 640 720 2336 8512 

Establish Credentials 70 140 210 616 350 420 490 1428 490 560 630 2044 7448 

Define Need 70 140 210 616 350 420 490 1428 490 560 630 2044 7448 

Propose Solution 60 120 180 528 300 360 420 1224 420 480 540 1752 6384 

Prove Concept 50 100 150 440 250 300 350 1020 350 400 450 1460 5320 

Outshine Competition 40 80 120 352 200 240 280 816 280 320 360 1168 4256 

Obtain Mgt Approval 30 60 90 264 150 180 210 612 210 240 270 876 3192 

Obtain Contract 20 40 60 176 100 120 140 408 140 160 180 584 2128 

Deliver Online Courses 20 40 60 176 100 120 140 408 140 160 180 584 2128 

Deliver Memberships     24 35 20 24 28 82 28 32 36 117 426 

Deliver Consulting Services     24 35 20 24 28 82 28 32 36 117 426 

Fees Collected for Funded Donation Projects         127 38 45 131 45 51 58 187 680 

Fees Collected for Funded Equity Projects           18 21 61 21 24 27 88 259 

                            

Predicted Revenue $3,000  $6,000  $22,200  $45,760  $121,040  $510,000  $595,000  $1,734,000  $595,000  $680,000  $765,000  $2,482,000  $7,559,000  

Assumptions (based on competitor’s experience)  

 
• 20% lead conversion rate for courses consulting  and Memberships 
• 80% recycling (not ready now) 
• 80% comes back in the lead funnel 3 months later 
• 2 month lag for membership and consulting in beginning  
• 32% course to project conversion rate donation based projects 
• 15% course to project conversion rate equity based projects 

• 60 day funding lag for donation based  project fees 
• 90 day funding lag for equity based project fees 

• Training courses sold at $150 each 
• Lifetime Memberships sold at $300 each 
• 1 hour of consulting at $250 per hr per  
• 5%  fee for 700 donation based projects @ $15K with  
• 5% fee for 300 equity based projects @ $500K with  
• 3% Royalties collected on equity projects FTW invested in by Q4 (not included here) 
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MARKET SEGMENTATION 
 
1. Identify and communicate Ideal Customer Profiles (“ICP”) matched with FTW focus areas. 
2. Develop unique marketing and communications plans targeting each customer segment.  
3. Work with sales channels to generate lead lists for each customer segment. 
 
CHANNELS 
 
1. Develop communication plans and correspondence templates targeting engagement of customers by sales channel. 
2. Confirm contact list for Sales channel partners. 
3. Develop a program to recruit, educate and support sales channel partners.  
 
COMPETITION 
 
1. Monitor the successes and challenges competitors face. 
2. Look for trends that signal changes in what the market is interested in. 
3. Consider test or trial micro-campaigns from time to time. 
.  
MEASUREMENT 
 
1. Implement a program to track lead conversion and buyer progression metrics 
2. Report results against success metrics and revenue objectives 
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POSITION IN CATEGORY 
 
1. Establish key messages around the problems FTW solves, specifically by client segment 
2. Produce articles and content that identifies the problems and how FTW solves the problems.  
3. Design a rhythmic, ongoing campaign to repeatedly offer content to prospects. 
4. Create scripts to ensure we speak the language of the customer about the problems we solve 
5. Optimize presentation of online profiles, orienting the website around the pain and problems  
6. Build a social media strategy to distribute and position FTW in targeted categories 
 
GENERATE LEADS 
 
1. Cleanse existing lead list--confirm information and filter/identify by ideal customer segment. 
2. Research relevant industry associations for each new sector, including web sites which may provide names of key 

organizations within those industries. Approach relevant industry associations with a WIIFM for lists of names. 
3. Develop an offer (WIIFM) and a program for organizational partners and other similar bodies with whom FTW 

wishes to engage.  
4. Build a referral program (“Friend-Get-Friend”) from FTW existing customer base 
5. Build and enhance existing micro-sites (Facebook/Twitter) to continually deliver leads. 
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QUALIFY & PRIORITISE 
 
1. Develop scoring mechanism for methods of acquiring leads.  
2. Define actions and next steps for lead conversion. 
3. Create engagement tools to monitor customer concerns, problems, fears, current technology. 
4. Identify the buying and donation patterns of current clients. 
 
ESTABLISH CREDENTIALS 
 
1. Develop a script of questions to uncover symptoms, causes, and problems  for customers and to introduce 

FTW as the solution. 
2. Develop content and format for Event program including focus groups, fundraising events--forum to 

discuss experiences, products, services, etc. 
3. Create a library of content for case studies and testimonials. 
4. Develop a standard “tool kit” -- standard presentations, question set, responses, relevant content. 
5. Develop a program to deploy content through social media outlets. 
6. Develop a follow-up sales follow-up program with contact timelines. 
7. Position initial presentation material around problem statement and client outcomes. 
8. Create a library of staff profiles, experiences and core values to include on web, in newsletters etc. 

FTW Action Plan (cont’d) 
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DEFINE NEEDS 
 
1. Develop an opportunity sales pitch for recruiting on the spot. 
2. Standardize a follow-up email to confirm pain points and priorities - create next call to action. 
3. Develop group workshop formats to help buyers assess needs among FTW ommunity members 
4. Develop a business review process with internal reporting and tracking of all measurable business variables. 
5. Develop a process for documenting and verifying value with stakeholders “Relationship Valuation.” 
 
RECYLE 
 
1. Define lead nurturing program to ensure recycling back into the top of the funnel. 
2. Design talking points for staff to engage with lead -- budget, ROI, progress forward, if not now when, 
 
PROPOSE SOLUTION 
 
1. Design a standardized proposal template – simple, short, easy to understand, pre-written paragraphs  that 

include WIIFM/benefits quantified/budget signoff and timelines. 
2. Develop a customer reference library. 
3. Develop library of case studies specifically directed to where and how our solutions have worked successfully 

for other customers 
4. Review and develop standard presentation decks and formats for use at multiple levels of customer 

management 

FTW Action Plan (cont’d) 
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SECURE BUYER MANAGEMENT APPROVAL 
 
1. Develop process to ensure all stakeholders are covered, standardize scripts and tools to ensure consistent 

message delivery and understanding. 
2. Create pitch deck to present to other stakeholders (proposal/business case). 
3. Develop a succinct and simple communication process to ensure maximum benefits included prior to 

submitting. 
4. Develop client segment based testimonials to ensure relevancy. 
5. Develop a value add program or service that can be included in proposals when needed. 

 
OUTSHINE THE COMPETITION 
 
1. Create a program that can demonstrate client needs, benefits, support, ease of integration, great relationship, 

understanding, rapid release cycle, mobility, competitive pricing, and compelling ROI. 
2. Develop a process to enhance personal relationships with clients through workshops and ongoing contact 

during proposal period. 
3. Design case studies that show the benefits to others. 
 

FTW Action Plan (cont’d) 
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DELIVERY OF FTW SERVICES 
 
1. Implement a process for customer acceptance & sign-off  to ensure work was delivered and value received. 
2. Implement a review process to include client feedback throughout the project lifecycle. 
3. Develop format and process to formalized client reporting 
4. Develop client engagement summaries to use as testimonials. 
5. Plan methodology for account management. 
6. Build an online best practices resource for customers. 
7. Develop a process to acquire customer permission to participate in case study or provide a testimonial. 

 
GROW THE CUSTOMER 
 
1. Develop collateral -- video/written testimonials and invite customer to speak at events / webinars / radio shows. 
2. Define process for recruiting selective customers for testimonials. 
3. Build newsletter template for additional touch points. 
4. Select and deploy key account management methodology. 
5. Develop a communication program to keep existing customer base engaged and up to date on new products. 
6. Design a process for on-going customer relations--social events, forums, surveys, networking opportunities, 

legislation updates, newsletters, etc. 
7. Implement a quick response outreach process to address extraordinary events or problems—provide transparency. 
8. Build an upsell/cross sell program to work with clients after their initial contract is completed. 

FTW Action Plan (cont’d) 
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While FTW still has a long way to go to achieve its revenue goals, it is 
anticipated that the progress towards these goals will accelerate 
considerably once the full start up funding is completed.  
 
Highlighted in the next few pages is a sampling of some of the most 
important accomplishments to exhibit FTW’s foundation, stability, and  
readiness to launch into the next phase of its development and meet  
revenue goals. 

• The FTW Network Defined: FTW has established over 40  relationships with partnering 
organizations, whose combined outreach represent millions of people in our niche market that 
support and wish to collaborate with the FTW mission, and can benefit from FTW services. 
 

• FTW Social Media Marketing Plan Highlights: Includes starting point FTW statistics 
 

• List of FTW Original Content: Articles, radio shows and videos distributed  both publically and 
through the FTW Network 
 

• List of Projects: submitted to FTW  by individuals and organizations 
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Partnering Organizations Client Sector Geographic 
The Sandman Project  Agriculture and Food Supply, Community Development United States 

Global Genius Trust All Client Sectors South America 

Thrive Movement All Client Sectors Global 

Metaphysical Research Library  Alternative Education United States 

Montessori Schools Alternative Education United States 

New Generation Rainbow School  Alternative Education Europe 

The Star Pals  Alternative Education United States 

Waldorf School  Alternative Education United States 

URSULA Alternative Finance United States  

World Peace Ensemble  Arts and Music Global 

Truth Now Common Law  Australia 

Freedom Club USA Common Law, Alternative Finance United States, Global 

Individual Resolution Society Common Law, Alternative Finance United States 

OPPT Common Law, Alternative Finance Global 

Favors Forward Foundation  Community Development United States 

Frangipani Dreams  Community Development New Zealand 

Growing Heart Center  Community Development United States 

Kids Courtyard  Community Development United States 

Sun Villages  Community Development Australia 

The FTW Network 
 To date, FTW has established over 40  relationships with the following partnering organizations, whose combined 
outreach represent millions of people in our niche market that support and wish to collaborate with the FTW 
mission, and can benefit from FTW services. 

http://thesandmanproject.org/
http://ggtrust.com/
http://www.thrivemovement.com/
https://www.fixtheworldproject.org/articles/2013-03-11/re-educate-masses-true-history-mankind-with-rare-metaphysical-research-library
http://www.montessori.org/
http://www.montessori.org/
http://www.thestarpals.com/
http://www.waldorfanswers.org/
http://www.ursulaproject.org/
https://www.fixtheworldproject.org/articles/2013-03-11/world-peace-ensemble-healing-concert-series
http://truth-now.net/
http://freedomclubusa.com/home
http://resolutionsociety.org/
http://oppt-in.com/
http://www.favorsforward.org/
http://www.frangipanidreams.com/
https://www.fixtheworldproject.org/articles/2013-03-27/growing-heart-center-individual-and-community-rejuvenation
https://www.fixtheworldproject.org/articles/2013-03-23/kids-courtyard-owned-kids-who-used-live-here
http://sunvillages.com.au/
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Partnering Organizations Client Sector Geographic 
Yaakunah Community Development South America 

Your Essence Foundation Community Development Australia 

Mana O Lana  Community Developmet Hawaii 

Svjetloradnici Education, Spiritual Development Croatia 

Fishing Industry Environmental Restoration New Zealand 

Clinica De La Luz Health and Wellness South America 

Gerson Institute  Health and Wellness Mexico 

Individual Practitioners Health and Wellness Global 

Free Energy Road Show New Energy Technology United States, UK 

Individual Inventors New Energy Technology Global 

Keshe Foundation New Energy Technology Europe 

Leveraging Technologies New Energy Technology United States  

WITTS Ministries New Energy Technology United States and Philippines 

Greenprint for Life New Energy Technology, Spiritual Development Canada 

American Kabuki Spiritual Development United States 

Angel News Network Spiritual Development United States 

Golden Age of Gaia Spiritual Development United States, Canada, Australia 

Kauliapele Spiritual Development Hawaii 

Kosmic Fusion Spiritual Development New Zealand, India 

Pathway to Ascension Spiritual Development United States 

Portal 2012 Spiritual Development United States, Europe 

Wake Up Shift is Happening TV Spiritual Development United States 

Arcadia Ranch Spiritual Development, Community Development British Columbia 

The FTW Network (cont’d) 
 

https://www.fixtheworldproject.org/articles/2013-03-07/yaakunah-maya-love
http://youressencefoundation.org/
http://www.theheartofthematter.eu/
http://www.svjetloradnici.com/
https://www.fixtheworldproject.org/articles/2013-03-11/new-fishing-net-design-can-restore-ecosystem-and-revolutionize-fishing-industry
http://light-life-energy.com/
http://www.gerson.org/
http://spiritualphilanthropy.org/
http://www.keshefoundation.org/
http://leveragingt.com/About-Leveraging-Technologies.cfm
http://www.witts.ws/
http://greenprintforlife.org/
http://americankabuki.blogspot.com/
http://www.theangelnewsnetwork.com/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/
http://kauilapele.wordpress.com/
http://www.kosmicfusion.com/
http://www.kosmicfusion.com/
http://www.kosmicfusion.com/
http://pathwaytoascension.com/
http://2012portal.blogspot.com/
http://deboraharielpietsch.com/
http://www.arcadiaranchcommunity.com/
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FTW Social Media Plan Phase 1 Highlights 

End Results Goals: 
 
• FTW network of followers will grow through Social Media 
• As a result the “brand” of FTW and its mission will be shared 

and remembered through the masses 
• Website stats will go up  
• Blog stats will go up 
• Listenership for blog talk radio will go up 
• FTW will receive more content for project submissions 
• FTW will make more important connections with people who 

can contribute to the cause 
• FTW can use this network of people to increase future sales 

and support for campaigns 

 
As Support to These Goals: 
 
• Hope Moore and FTW FB friends will increase to around 3-4K 
• Hope Moore and FTW FB followers will increase to 10K+ 
• Blog Talk Radio Listeners (including archive) will increase to 

4,000+ per show 
• Hope Moore and FTW Twitter Followers will increase to 

10,000+ 
• FTW YouTube subscribers will increase to 1,000+ and views 

per video will increase by 10,000+ 
 

How Will This Be Done? 
 
• Establishing the different types of content we intend to 

promote and assigning the responsibility of the creator of that 
content to a member of the FTW Team.  
 

• Establishing the Channels through which we will promote that 
content and assigning the responsibility of posting the content 
to that channel to a member of the FTW Team. 
 

• Creating a Schedule for the Creation and Promotion of Content 
 

• Create Individual Weekly Task Lists for each FTW Team member 
participating in the social marketing plan, complete with who to 
email content to directly for posting if applicable.  (Example: Val 
Write Article on Wednesday for Blog, post on blog and then and 
Email to Angela for posting on website.) 
 

• Monitor all statistics for FB, Blog Talk listeners, Website Traffic, 
Blog Readers etc. on a tracking spreadsheet once a week to 
gauge results. (Preferably on Fridays) 
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FTW Social Media Marketing Plan Phase 1 Highlights 
Social Marketing Channels and Frequency Posting Schedule 

Stage 1 FTW Social Media Plan consists of a 
simple set of directives  and content to be 
manually dispersed through the FTW 
Network.  
 
FTW Stats represent the starting point for all 
FTW related figures. This is expected to 
dramatically increase over the next few 
months as the marketing plan is fully 
implemented.  
 
Phase 2 FTW Social Media Marketing will 
consist of further digital automation services 
from our preferred Vendor. 

FTW STATS Week 1
Hope Moore Facebook Friends 645           

Hope Moore Facebook Followers 11,317      

FTW Facebook Members 32              

HopeGirl 2012 Blog Reads 156,438    

HopeGirl 2012 Blog Followers 298           

FTW Blogtalk Radio Listens 2,952        

FTW Blogtalk Radio Followers 6                

FTW Twitter Followers 35              

Hope Moore Twitter Followers 60              

FTW YouTube Subscribers 152           

FTW YouTube Views 14,631      

FTW Website Traffic 3,947        

FTW Community Members 195           

FTW Projects in Gallery 30              

FTW Partner Organizations 32              

Indegogo Funds Raised $4,180

Go Fund Me Funds Raised $5,855
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The following is an up-to-date list of FTW original content that has been 
created  and distributed both publically and through the FTW Network. 

Articles: 
“HopeGirl Blog: While You Were Asleep. The Story of the 2012 Revolution” 
“HopeGirl Blog: OPPT Questions from the People” 
“HopeGirl Blog: The Public Trust 1776 Resurrection of Forgotten Principles” 
“HopeGirl Blog: Step Into Your Power! Government Employee Evaluation” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: Mona O Lana and The Heart of the Matter” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: Quantum Energy from WITTS” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: New Fishing New Design Can Restore the Ecosystem and Revolutionize the Fishing Industry” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: Yaakunah- From the Maya with Love” 
“Fix the World Solution Series:  Magnetic Motors to Power Your Car and Home” 
“Fix the World Solution Series:  Mini-Hydro Electric Systems- Minimal Environmental Impact” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: Eduen Gardens Has a Global Plan” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: QUEET- Quantum Energy Machine in production for over 14 years!” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: Free Energy Right Out of the Air!” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: AgriDome Community Farms Bringing the Community Locally Grown Organic Foods at a Lower Price” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: Community Centers that Inspire and Support Body, Mind and Spirit” 
“Fix the World Solution Series: Regenerative Radio Frequency Converter” 
“Fix the World Truth Articles: Artificial Sweetener’s Contribute to Obesity Epidemic in Industrialized Countries” 
“Fix the World Truth Articles: Industrial Chemicals in Body Care Products” 
“Fix the World Truth Articles: Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs)” 
“Fix the World Truth Articles: Food and Drug Administration (FDA)” 
“Fix the World Truth Articles: The Truth About Inventions, Investors and Free Energy Technology For All” 
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The following is an up-to-date list of FTW original content that has been 
created  and distributed  both publically and through the FTW Network. 

Books: 
“How to Fix the World” 
 

Radio Shows 
“Beings of Light Unite Roundtable” 
“Beings of Light Unite Mass Consciousness Activation” 
“Fix the World Radio. Introduction to the Fix the World Organization” 
“Fix the World Radio. Erik Rothenburg and the URSULA Project” 
“Fix the World Radio. WITTS Ministries- Technology That Will Blow Your Mind” 
“Fix the World Radio: Special Guest Marco Missinato. World Support Through the Healing and Transformative Power 
of Music and Sound” 
 

Videos: 
“Why We Want to Fix The World” 
“The Fix the World Business Promo” 
“We the People Have The Power” 
“Letter to the Moneyholders” 
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FTW Projects List 
The following is an up-to-date list of projects submitted to FTW  by individuals and organizations. 

• AgriDome Community Farms bringing the community locally grown organic foods at a lower price. 
• Ancient alchemical processes which can be used to increase human health, consciousness, and 

spirituality 
 

• Atmospheric Water Generator  
• Bed and Breakfast For Swap 
• Bring Electricity to Remote Areas in Need with Mini-Hydroelectric Systems 
• Building social-emotional skills in children 
• Clean, Fuel-less Engines provide thousands of hours of energy at $0.15 cents an hour 
• Co-create a healthy, loving, sustainable and JOYOUS life 
• Easily find Alternative Health Care with The Healers Switchboard and Alternative Health Services 

Directory! Education to protect, preserve a peaceful existence 
 

• Eduen providing Living Foods, a healthy alternative to GMO! 
• Frangipani Dreams Giving Hope 
• Free Energy Out of Thin Air! 
• Get up to 100% more gas or diesel mileage for your car with an easy to install quantum energy system. 
• Help the poorest countries quickly resolve problems of survival 
• Imagine having an apartment that can shrink or grow as your needs change 
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FTW Projects List (cont’d) 
• Kid's Courtyard - owned by the kids who used to live here 
• Magnetic Motors to Power Your Car and Your Home 
• Mana O Lana (Bringing the Gift of Hope) 
• Measuring the true economic, social and environmental cost of products you purchase and/or use 
• Mindful awareness techniques for children 
• Modifies an electric motor to produce much more power than the motor’s rating  
• New Fishing Net Design Can Restore the Ecosystem and Revolutionize the Fishing Industry  
• No Fuel. No Sun. No Wind. No recharging. Ever. Electricity with no fuel required. This changes 

everything! Quantum Energy Electric Generators.  
 

• Re-Educate the Masses of the TRUE HISTORY of Mankind with this Rare Metaphysical Research Library  
• Reported to be a powerful tool in the fight against cancer  
• Self-sustainable community for orphaned, under privileged and mistreated children and teens.  
• Small Quantum Energy Device with enough power to Jump Start a Jeep! 
• Suzuki Samurai Runs on 100% Water  
• The engine of innovation that seeds the world with brilliant ideas  
• The Growing Heart Center for Individual and Community Rejuvenation  
• The SkyCar Will Revolutionize Worldwide Personal Transportation at an Affordable Price for All  
• World Peace Ensemble - Healing Concert Series  
• World support through the healing and transformative power of music and sounds  
• Yaakunah - From the Maya: Love  
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“Buyer’s Journey”  
The cognitive process that all customers go through when buying products and services.  
 
“Ideal Customer Profile” (ICP)  
The Ideal Customer Profile provides clarity on which prospects are most likely to buy, which in turn provides 
marketing information on where to focus efforts and direct leads to Sales.  
 
“Sales Channel”  
FTW has a direct sales force but also engages through many other contacts in our network. These are collectively 
recognized as Sales Channels.  
 
Recycling  
When a lead fails to convert into a buyer, it needs to be nurtured through cost-effective marketing, and brough back 
into the lead funnel with more potential to convert.  
 
Crowdfunding 
The word crowdfunding can be thought of as an umbrella term that describes multiple different funding relationships 
between individuals and organizations. 
 
Crowdfund Investing (CFI) 
Crowdfund investing (CFI) is a revolutionary financial technology that offers individuals an opportunity to engage with 
small businesses and startups and participate in their growth via the internet. 

Glossary of Terms 
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Equity Crowdfunding 
Crowdfunding can also refer to the funding of a company by selling small amounts of equity to many investors. This 
form of crowdfunding has recently received attention from policymakers in the United States with direct mention in 
the JOBS Act; legislation that allows for a wider pool of small investors with fewer restrictions 
 
 

Glossary of Terms (cont’d) 


